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Think Great Electric (Shanghai) Co., Ltd located in Dongjing town of
Shanghai Songjiang district and adjacent to Shanghai Hongqiao International
Airport and Songjiang University Town is a joint venture enterprise
specialized in R&D, production, sales and services of medium & high voltage
products. Think Great is dedicated to develop products suitable for Chinese
power system and actively introduce international advanced technology in
electrical power industry to provide all field customers with advanced and
convenient faulted circuit detection and indication equipment, best
transformer protection device solution, as well as electrical cable connection
equipment.

As a new established high-tech electrical power enterprise, since the date of
establishment, Think Great adhere to the business idea of "The First Quality
and The Best Services", insisting the concept of "Strict Quality and High
Standard Services", and leading the way of development by methods of
"Technology Introduction" and "Independent Development". On this basis, we
have developed a series of industry-leading fault indicators, switches and
possessed numbers of innovation technologies, such as FI/EKL Series Fault
Indicator and OMB Overload Management Switch, which allow our products
to achieve the goals of better meeting higher technology and services demand
of customers, greatly improving electrical power equipment protection
characteristic, enhancing the stability and reliability of related products, and
bringing the majority of electrical power customers tangible economic
benefits and social benefits.

In the course of business operation, Think Great always remember that talent
is the foundation and driving force behind technology innovation and
enterprise development. High attention is paid to talent introduction and
training to create a team with reliable professional quality and strong service
consciousness. Currently, a large number of engineers and managers with
professional technology background are dedicated to product innovation and
professional services demanded by customers.

Think Great fully implement ISO9001 quality management system and
continuously strengthen quality and standardization consciousness of whole
staffs to achieve the goal of each product manufactured owning superior
quality.
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FFFFaultaultaultault IndicatorIndicatorIndicatorIndicator
一， 线路故障指示器

1.1 - Short-circuitShort-circuitShort-circuitShort-circuit FaultFaultFaultFault IndicatingIndicatingIndicatingIndicating SolutionsSolutionsSolutionsSolutions ofofofof FaultFaultFaultFault IndicatorIndicatorIndicatorIndicator

Fault indicator can be equipped on power equipment, such as switch cabinet within power distribution system,
cable branch box, box station and overhead power line to indicate inter-phase short circuit and earth fault within
corresponding section of electrical power network as real-time monitoring device. If a fault occurred in the power
line, with the help of on-site alarm function of indicator or through wireless transmission network, operating
personnel can quickly locate the fault occurred section and find out the fault point. The alarm information can be
transmitted to the associated real-time monitoring device at the same time to monitor the condition of line failure
in real-time

As shown in the following figure, a fault occurred in the section indicated, and status of the indicators distributed
in the main trunk and branch lines are as shown in the figure, i.e. 2#, 3# and 5#, 6# fault indicators show a fault
status, but other fault indicator status are normal. So we could determine that a short-circuit fault occurred in the
section between 4#, 5#, 6# and 7#, 8#, 9# fault indicators of the branch line 1. This could facilitate power line
inspectors to locate fault occurred section and determine the type of the fault and take corresponding measures to
troubleshoot the fault timely.

图中 表示故障状态， 表示正常（非故障）状态
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1.2 - EarthEarthEarthEarth FaultFaultFaultFault IndicatingIndicatingIndicatingIndicating SolutionsSolutionsSolutionsSolutions ofofofof FaultFaultFaultFault IndicatorIndicatorIndicatorIndicator

As shown in the following figure, an earth fault occurred in the section indicated. and status of the indicators
distributed in the main trunk and branch lines are as shown in the figure, i.e. 3#, 6# fault indicators show a fault
status, but other fault indicators' status are normal, so we could determine that an earth fault occurred in the section
between 4#, 5#, 6# and 7#, 8#, 9# fault indicators of branch line 1. This could facilitate power line inspectors to
locate fault occurred section, determining type of the fault and taking corresponding measures to troubleshoot the
fault timely.

图中 表示故障状态， 表示正常（非故障）状态
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1.3 - FIFIFIFI SeriesSeriesSeriesSeries Panel-typePanel-typePanel-typePanel-type ShortShortShortShort CircuitCircuitCircuitCircuit AAAAndndndnd EarthEarthEarthEarth FaultFaultFaultFault IndicatorIndicatorIndicatorIndicator

FI Series Panel-type Short Circuit & Earth Fault Indicator can be equipped on power equipment, such as switch
cabinet within power distribution system, cable branch box, box station and overhead power line to indicate
inter-phase short circuit and single-phase earth fault within corresponding section of power network as real-time
monitoring device. If fault occurs in the power line, with the help of on-site alarm function of indicator, operating
personnel could quickly locate the fault occurred section and find out the fault point. The alarm information can
be transmitted to the associated real-time monitoring device at the same time to monitor the condition of power
line fault in real-time. After fault occurred, line inspectors could locate fault existed section and find out fault
point according to the status of indicators.
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� Models and Specifications
FI-MDJD-01(EKL-4)

� Main Functions
1. Short Circuit Alarm Indication: If a short circuit fault occurs in the power line and the current reaches or exceeds
the threshold of alarm current. Short-circuit sensor sends out a alarm signal which will be transmitted to a host
through optical fiber. And then the host generates a corresponding alarm indication signal after receiving this
signal.
2. Earth Fault Alarm Indication: If an earth fault occurs in the power line and current reaches or exceeds the
threshold of alarm current. An earth fault sensor sends out a alarm signal which will be transmitted to a host
through optical fiber. And then the host generates a corresponding alarm indication signal after receiving this
signal.
3. Automatic Reset: If indicator sends out a signal and there is no manual reset implemented or delay time exceeds
configured automatic reset time. Indicator will be reset automatically. The automatic reset time is 12 or 24 hours, or
other time configured
4. Manual Reset: If alarm is activated, the indicator can be reset by triggering "Test / Reset" button on the control
panel of the indicator to stop the alarm.
5. Automation: Indicator generates a corresponding alarm indication signal which can be output to a
remote-transmission device.

� Technical Parameters

1.Short Circuit Current Alarm: ≥ 150A.Variation ± 10%; Default Setting is 800A. Short Circuit Delay is 60ms

2.Earth Fault Current Alarm: 3A-200A Variation ± 10%; Default Setting is 10A. Short Circuit Delay is 40ms

3. Operating Power: ER14505 Lithium Battery 3. 6V

4. Standby Current of Unit: ≤ 5μA

5. Auto Reset Time: 12 or 24 hours, can be configured according to the requirement.

6. Indicator Protection Level: Host IP40; Sensor IP65

7. Remote-transmission Relay: 230VAC/24VDC .2 A

8. Maximum Withstand Current of Short-circuit Current Sensor: 20KA/4S

9. Ambient Temperature: -40 ℃ - +65 ℃; Relative Humidity ≤ 95%; Waterproof, Anti-acid, Anti-salt Spray.

10. Host Mounting Dimension: Host Dimension: 96mm × 49mm × 85mm; Hole Dimension: Length 91mm ×

Width 43mm.
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� Models and Specifications
FI-SDD-01(SFI-S)

� Main functions
1. Short-circuit Current Alarm Indication: Short circuit sensor can
monitor the current of power supply line all the time. If the current
reaches or exceeds the short circuit initiating value. Short circuit detection
processor sends out a signal and indicator starts flashing.
2. Self-test and Fault Test: Uncover the film with "Switch" character on
the indicator. Self-test light of indicator starts flashing. (Self-test
indication light is ignited with green light), meaning the performance of
the whole unit is normal. Flashing of the self-test indication light will last
for 30 sec and goes off automatically.
3.Automatic Reset: Indicator could automatically reset itself within time
configured in fault indication status.
4.Short-circuit Fault Start-up Current: 800 ≥ 0.06S

1.4 - FIFIFIFI SSSSerieserieserieseries FFFFlash-typelash-typelash-typelash-type CCCCableableableable SSSShorthorthorthort CCCCircuitircuitircuitircuit FFFFaultaultaultault IIIIndicatorndicatorndicatorndicator

FI Series Flash-type Cable Short Circuit Fault Indicator can be equipped on power equipment, such as switch
cabinet within power distribution system, cable branch box, box station to indicate inter-phase short circuit fault
within corresponding section of cable network as real-time monitoring device. If a fault occurred in power line
network , with the help of alarm function of indicator, operating personnel can quickly locate the fault occurred
section and find out the fault point.

1.5 - FIFIFIFI SeriesSeriesSeriesSeries CurrentCurrentCurrentCurrent ResetResetResetReset Overhead/CableOverhead/CableOverhead/CableOverhead/Cable Short-circuitShort-circuitShort-circuitShort-circuit FaultFaultFaultFault IndicatorIndicatorIndicatorIndicator

� Technical Parameters

1. Short-circuit Current Alarm: 150A-2000A.Variation ± 10%.Default setting is 800A. Short Circuit Time Delay:
more than 60ms.

2. Operating Power Supply: CR2450 Lithium Battery 6.8V.
3. Auto Reset Time: Can be configured according to the requirement Default reset time is 12 hours.
4. Indicator Protection Level: IP65
5. Ambient Temperature: -40℃ - +75 ℃

6. Applicable Voltage Level: 6KV-35KV

FI Series Current Reset Overhead/Cable Short-circuit Fault Indicator can be equipped on electrical power
equipment, such as switch cabinet within power distribution system, cable branch box, box station and overhead
power line to indicate inter-phase short circuit fault within corresponding section of power line network as
real-time monitoring device. If a fault occurred in the power line, with the help of alarm function of indicator,
operating personnel can quickly locate the fault occurred section and find out the fault point.
This indicator consists of main body sensor unit (sensing element), indication light (Indicating element), fixing
clamp system (cable clamp), mounting ring (mounting adapter ring)
This indicator can be equipped with signal remote-transmission dry contact to transmit the trigger signal to the
remote monitoring device to collect power line status in real-time.
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This indicator adopts current reset method, i.e. if a short-circuit fault occurs in the power line. after sending out a
power line fault trigger signal, indicator can be quickly reset and returned to normal status after power line fault is
cleared and restore power supply without waiting for reset time delay expiring or manual operating. This current
reset function could avoid long-term indicator flashing caused by instant fault, which is easy to make relevant
personnel misjudge the power line fault information, saving consuming battery power and extending indicator's
life.
If power supply isn't restored permanently. This indicator can be reset to normal status automatically in the
condition that time delay exceeds auto reset time configured. It can also be reset manually by hand or reset tools
(magnet)

� Models and Specifications
FI-CRDD-01
� Basic Parameters and Features
� Trigger Current: 600A. 1000A (Other trigger current is
optional)
� Trigger Current Allowable Variation: ± 10%.
� Minimum Reset Current: 12A.
� Maximum Continuous Load Current: 1000A.
� Max. Reset Time: 120 sec
� Auto Reset Time: 4 ± 10% hours
� Output Contact: Non-polar Normally-open Dry Contact: 24VDC
� High-energy Lithium Battery: 2.4Ah
� Action principle: If a short-circuit fault occurs in the power line.
Sensing element within the indicator will transmit the fault
information to the internal Single-Chip Microcomputer which will
receive the fault signal and identify the fault by analyzing this signal,
then send out a control signal to ignite indicating element (LED). And
this indicator can be equipped with signal remote transmission dry
contact to transmit the alarm signal to the remote monitoring device,
and monitoring the power line fault condition in real-time.
� Fault Indicator Mounting Cable Diameter :20-75mm.

� Mounting and Removal
Mounting and removal of this series fault indicators is extremely easy.
Because they adopt a specially designed cable clamp mechanism. With
the help of a insulation operating rod (or even hand), relevant personnel
could simply and easily mount this indicator on the cable without any
other special tools, and the same simple operation can be proceeded to
remove this indicator.
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1.6 - FIFIFIFI SeriesSeriesSeriesSeries Overhead-typeOverhead-typeOverhead-typeOverhead-type Short-circuit/EarthShort-circuit/EarthShort-circuit/EarthShort-circuit/Earth FaultFaultFaultFault IndicatorIndicatorIndicatorIndicator

� Detecting Principle
1. Overhead-type Short-circuit Fault Indicator is a device for
detecting short circuit fault point of 6-35KV overhead power
line. The fault can be detected by determining current sudden
change when a short circuit fault occurs in the power line.
2. Earth fault detecting principle is that record the sample of
the first half-wave of capacity current and voltage at the
moment of grounding instant. Then compare their phase with
together. If the sampled sudden change current of capacity at
the grounding instant exceeds a certain value, of which wave
shape is the same as the half-wave of capacity voltage at the
grounding instant, and the wire-to-ground voltage reduces at
the same time. It can be determined that an earth fault
occurred in the power line.

FI Series Overhead-type Short-circuit/Earth Fault Indicator is
a device mounted on overhead power line to indicate power
line fault. It can accurately locate the fault existing section,
which provides enormous convenience to find out the fault
point quickly and accurately, saving time for troubleshooting,
avoiding large area blackout and improving reliability of
power supply
�Models and Specifications
Product Name Indication

Method
Model

Overhead-type
Short-circuit
Fault Indicator

Flag FI-JD-01

Light FI-JD-02

Overhead-earth
Short Circuit
Fault Indicator

Flag FI-JJD-01

Light FI-JJD-02

� Technical Parameters
Product Name Short Circuit

Fault
Indicator (Flag)

Short Circuit Fault
Indicator (Light)

Earth Short Circuit
Fault

Indicator (Flag)

Earth Short Circuit
Fault

Indicator (Light)
Corresponding

Model
FI-JD-01 FI-JD-02 FI-JJD-01 FI-JJD-02

Detectable Fault
Type

Permanent, Instant Short-circuit Fault, Metallic, Non-metallic Earth Fault

Applicable Voltage 6-35KV 6-35KV 6-35KV 6-35KV

Applicable Load
Current

0-1000A 0-1000A 0-1000A 0-1000A

Usage Overhead Power Line
Applicable Wire
Cross-section Area

25-500mm 2 25-500mm 2 25-500mm 2 25-500mm 2

Standard Reset Time 12, 24 hours 12, 24 hours 12, 24 hours 12, 24 hours

Action Times 3000 3000 3000 3000
Ambient

Temperature
-40℃ - +65℃ -40℃ - +65℃ -40℃ - +65℃ -40℃ - +65℃
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� Detecting Principle
Intelligent fault indicator can detect inter-phase short circuit fault
and earth short circuit fault of power line and indicate the location
of the fault point. the detecting principle is the same as overhead
fault indicator.

1.7 - FIFIFIFI SeriesSeriesSeriesSeries OverheadOverheadOverheadOverhead IntelligentIntelligentIntelligentIntelligent FFFFaultaultaultault IIIIndicatorndicatorndicatorndicator

� FI Series Overhead Intelligent Fault Indicator which is an updated product of Overhead Short Circuit,
Overhead Earth Short-circuit Fault Indicator, which can be equipped on 6-35KV overhead power line to
detect the fault point. If a fault occurred, with the help of red alarm indication function of fault indicator
(Light indication, Flag indication). Personnel can quickly locate the fault occurred section and find out the
fault point.

� Models and Specifications
Name Indication

Method
Model

Intelligent Short-circuit
Fault Indicator

Flag and Light FI-JD-03

Intelligent Earth Fault
Short Circuit Indicator

Flag and Light FI-JJD-03

� Features
1. Can detect short circuit fault of power line, i.e. inter-phase short circuit fault and earth fault of power line.
2. There are two indication methods after indicator activated. It can only change the Flag during the daytime, and
changing Flag and flashing at night. there are some disadvantages of single light indication or single Flag
indication in reality. Single Flag indication can't be well observed at night, single light indication is just on the
contrary. However, intelligent indication can well resolve those problems

� Technical Parameters

1. Detectable Fault Type: Permanent, instant short-circuit fault;

metallic, non-metallic earth fault

2. Applicable Power Line: Overhead bare wire, overhead

insulation wire

3. Applicable Load Current :0-1000A

4. Wire Cross-section Area :25-500mm 2

5. Reset Time: Standard reset time is 12 or 24 hours. Other reset

time is also configurable.

6. Available Action Times: ≥ 3000 times

7. Ambient Temperature: -40℃ - +65℃

3. Earth fault detection adopts first half-wave principle, Intelligent
chip owns powerful processing capability, higher detection rate and
accuracy rate.
4. Fault indication method of this intelligent fault indicator can be
alternated automatically according to the weather change. Flag and
light indication can be adopted simultaneously at night. and only Flag
indication is adopted in the daytime. light indication can be activated
automatically according to the alternation of day and night.
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1.8 - FIFIFIFI SeriesSeriesSeriesSeries WirelessWirelessWirelessWireless IntelligentIntelligentIntelligentIntelligent FaultFaultFaultFault DetectingDetectingDetectingDetecting SSSSystemystemystemystem

Earth fault and short circuit fault in power line system are always inevitable. To quickly clear these fault. Timely and
accurately detecting and locating the fault point and determining the fault type are the most priority. Intelligent fault
detecting system with wireless communication function is an undoubted cost-effective solution for fault detecting
and locating. This product adopts advanced wireless transmission technology and GPRS communication technology.
Combining with existed and matured fault indication technology. It can timely detect relevant operating status of
power line, Such as power-on, power-off, phase-deficient operation, short circuit fault, earth fault, and able to locate
fault point and determine fault type. Relevant information can be sent to monitoring centre or personnel’s mobile
phone through GPRS/Mobile telecommunication network. That can bring great convenience for monitoring power
line status and quickly troubleshooting fault by relevant personnel.
The system consists of several components: detecting terminal, transmission terminal, receiving terminal and
detect-controlling center.

� Detecting Terminal
Detecting terminal are three fault indicators mounted on the power
line system, which consists of wireless communication system,
trigger circuit, detection circuit and etc. This fault indicator can
detect power line status, such as power-on, power-off,
phase-deficient operation, short circuit fault, earth fault. And able
to transmit all these information to the signal transmission
terminal. If power line status is normal, the detecting terminal will
keep a dormant state, and operate only if power line status
changes.
This detecting terminal has Flag and light indication function. if
short circuit fault occurs in the power line system. fault status can
be indicated intelligently. Only Flag indication method is adopted
in the daytime. However, both Flag and light indication methods
are adopted at night.
Because of the special mounting design, Mounting/removal of this
detecting terminal is extremely convenient, which can be
proceeded without system power-off. and only a long insulation
operating rod is needed.

GPRS Network

Mobile

Monitorin

Transmission

Detecting

Terminal

(Receiving Terminal)
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� Transmission Terminal
Transmission terminal consists of wireless communication system,
GPRS, single-chip microprocessor and power supply system. This
transmission terminal can receive information sent by detecting
terminal and transmit all these information to monitoring centre by
GPRS network.
Transmission terminal and detecting terminal should be as close as
possible. The recommend distance between them is no more than
20 meters.

TG-XCZ信号传输终端

� Receiving terminal
Receiving terminal receives the data packet sent by transmission terminal and transmit the information to the
computers installed with associate monitoring software. Meanwhile, relevant signal (such as fault signal) can be
sent to the mobile phone of personnel as a text message through mobile telecommunication network to facilitate
the relevant personnel to collect power line status information.

� Monitoring Center
Monitoring center consists of computers installed with monitoring software. This terminal has functions of
information collection, data processing, power line status indication and alarm. Computer receives the data from
signal receiving terminal. If the power line status changes, after data analysis and calculation. name of power
line and specific location will be indicated on the relevant graph, and the relevant personnel will be reminded by
twinkling.

� Model and Specifications

FI-WJD-01

� Technical Parameters
1. Applicable Voltage: 10-35KV
2. Applicable Power Line: overhead wire, cable of power line

network
3. Wire Cross-section Area :25-500mm 2

4. Detectable Fault Type: Permanent, instant short-circuit fault,
metallic, non-metallic earth fault

5. Fault Alarm Current: Self-adoption
6. Action Times Available: ≥ 3000 times
7. Reset Time: Standard reset time is 12 or 24 hours. Other

reset time is configurable. Can also rest automatically if
power line is energized.

8. Applicable Ambient temperature: -40℃~ +65℃
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2.1 - HLIHLIHLIHLI SSSSerieserieserieseries TTTTestestestest PPPPointointointoint HHHHotototot LLLLineineineine IIIIndicatorndicatorndicatorndicator

HHHHotototot LineLineLineLine IndicatorIndicatorIndicatorIndicator
二， 线路带电指示器

In the full-insulated devices such as cable branch box, box-type substation, switch cabinet and etc, because all
live parts are fully insulated and sealed. So the personnel can't directly determinate the circuit is electrified or not.
HLI series test point hot line indicator can be installed on test point of fully insulated and sealed cable connector
of all those full-insulated devices. Then indication light will flash to remind the operating/maintenance personnel
that the devices are electrified or not.

� Models and Specifications

HLI-C01。

� Design Principle

Energy of electric field of hot line device can be sensed at test
point. And the indication light can be ignited and start flashing
if electric field energy accumulated to a certain voltage. The
flashing frequency will change in accordance with the system
voltage accumulated.

� Application Condition

Can be mounted on 6-35kV full-sealed insulation pre-cast cable
connector. The indicator is fully sealed, insulated and
anti-Corrosion. It can be adapted to many harsh environment.

2.2 - HLIHLIHLIHLI SeriesSeriesSeriesSeries Panel-typePanel-typePanel-typePanel-type HotHotHotHot LineLineLineLine IndicatorIndicatorIndicatorIndicator

In the fully insulated equipments such as cable branch box,
box-type substation and switch box. Because all live parts
are fully insulated and sealed, the operator can't determine
the power line is electrified or not. HLI Series Panel-type
Hot Line Indicator can be installed on relevant power
equipment and indicate operating/maintenance personnel that
the equipment is electrified or not by observing twinkling of
indication light.

� Models and Specifications

HLI-M01。

� Mounting and Function Description
Panel of the indicator can be installed on box/housing of associate power equipment. The other four wires are
connected with earth parts and tube test holes of the power equipment. When the power equipment is energized.
test hole of the tube can sense corresponding electric field energy, and the indication light start flashing if electric
field energy accumulated to a certain voltage to remind the relevant operating / maintenance personnel.
This hot line indicator has checking phase function.
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